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News
2013 AGM
The 2013 ACC AGM will be held at the
Aylesbury Squash Club on Monday 8th
April. The AGM is not only an opportunity
to review the past year but also for
members to air their views on the future
direction of the club. Please turn up and
show your support for the committee
(current and future) who give up much of
their own time to organise meets and
events, administer the clubs affairs and
produce this newsletter! Doors will open at
7.30 for snacks with the main event kicking
off at 8pm prompt. Further details
regarding the AGM, proposals, committee
nominations and membership renewals will
be sent out to members nearer the time.

2012 Christmas Dinner
Many thanks to Jenny for organising a very
successful Christmas Dinner held at the
Seven Stars in Dinton attended by 40 club
members and partners. The ‘collection in
lieu of Christmas Cards’ raised £106.10
which has been sent to Wasdale Mountain
Rescue. Several awards were given out on
the night including Mel and Maryke picking
up gold stars for their exemplary meet
attendance record and Paul Nurse, Diccon
and Richard Andrews for even thinking that
an attempt on Crescent Climb on Pavey Ark
on cold blustery January day was a
sensible idea.

Green Park
Climbing at Green Park on Monday
evenings will commence on the 15th of
April. The usual rules apply regarding club
membership and juniors.

Meets & Events
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to dawn. Headtorches aid our scramble
through the scrub to reach the foot of our
climbs. On the south face of the peak
on Telendos, two bolted routes were
established by the Swiss climbers Urs
Odermatt and Peter Keller in April 2008
and May 2010.

W

e assemble in the pre-dawn
and make the short walk
through the closed-up village
of Masouri to the quay. A single light
burns in the bar, silhouetting a couple of
figures – hopefully our heads are clearer
than theirs. At the quay, no sign of the
skipper we had arranged to meet, but no
matter we are a few minutes early. Across
the water the port and starboard lights of
a small vessel move in our direction. A
brief conversation with the skipper,
followed by a reverse thrust on the
propeller confirms that his is not the boat
we are expecting to meet! But fortunately
our captain soon arrives by motorbike,
coffee mug in one hand. The cunning
plan to be first on the rockface looks like
it is going to work.

Pete and Richard tackle ‘Wings for Life’,
whilst Steve and Pilar take the more
challenging ‘Wild Country’. Each route
heads up the side of a massive cave (the
‘Sleeping Princess’ cave), Wild Country
on the left and Wings for Life on the right.
The start of WfL is marked by a logo (and
a goat’s skull!).

On WfL, the first few pitches are easy
climbing, just what is needed at that time
of the morning. Using half ropes and
missing out a few clips, allowed us to
combine pairs of pitches without
significant rope drag. The views into the
cave were impressive. The goats perched
on ledges far less accessible than most
of our climbing, seemed unaware their
precarious positions. looking across later
they had disappeared … we had not
heard any thumps! Anyhow onwards and
During the short crossing to the south upwards, just like the trajectory of the sun.
shore of Telendos the darkness gives way But the early start had ensured we were
still climbing in the relative cool of the
day. Pete took the first 6a pitch in his
stride, laybacking up an awkwardly
shaped but well protected, block. The
whole climb is incredibly well protected,
with bolts every couple of metres. On up
a further pitch to the traverse - the point
of no return!

Richard had the pleasure of leading the
traverse. We were getting into the swing
of things, well not literally thank goodness
as maybe 20 metres below us was the
roof of the cave and a lot of fresh air.
An airy hanging belay at the end of the
traverse was the start of the final two
pitches, described in the guide as
‘Climbers Heaven’ – what an apt
description. 50m of slightly inclined
climbing on small but well defined holds,
plenty of ‘chicken heads’ as well. Pete
was in his element making steady
progress up to the summit. It was almost
a disappointment to top out. For the
preceding 3 hours we had been steadily
leading through up the well-defined, but
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not polished route, rewarded by
magnificent views, and fantastic climbing.
We did not feel particularly tired, but
maybe the climb had taken more energy
than we realised as the “1hr descent”,
took considerably longer! We were glad
we had good conditions. It was easy to
see how people could become benighted
on the descent. A quick dip in the sea at
one of the small beaches near the coastal
path and then a cold beer and a late
lunch when we arrived at the village of
Telendos nicely filled what was left of the
afternoon. Wings for Life was definitely
the highlight of the trip for me.

Richard Andrews

Bob Lee

ost people will be aware that myself and Pam have ventured fairly far
North in our journeys , Shetland, The Faeroes, Iceland, Alaska.
However, we have always been there in summer and so have never had the
chance to see the Northern Lights. This year is a peak on the eleven year
sunspot cycle (although it has to be said, not a very big peak) and so clearly
this was the year for a winter trip and the chance to see the lights.

M

A bit of research on the web soon had a brochure for a company called The
Aurora Zone on its way to us, that was the easy bit, the hard bit was choosing
which of the many trips they offered to go on. These varied in daytime activity
level, one extreme being a five day wilderness trip with husky drawn sledges,
the other extreme being no more strenuous than walking to the sauna. We
opted for the middle ground with their Northern Lights Quest, which was six
nights, hotel based in Finnish Lapland with lots of activities thrown in.
Finland was magical, all the trees (a LOT of trees) were draped in snow and
stepping off the beaten track meant being knee deep in powder snow, it really
was all very beautiful. Since the temperature never rose above zero (the
warmest was -3C, the coldest, -23C), it all stayed as powder with no melting.
The hotel was on the banks of a river, not that it was easy to tell since it was
frozen solid and safe to walk over. The river was the big flat bit of snow.

We did see the lights on two nights, the main display being on the Thursday.
It had been overcast all day and early in the evening. After dinner, however,
we found that the skies had cleared so myself and Pam went out to the centre
of the river about 10.00 PM. A few minutes after we arrived, the first glows
started and it just built up from there. An hour later it was difficult to know
where to look as aurora sparked up all around the sky. By midnight, it had
died down and two hours standing around in minus 10C was enough. By
this time my camera was also white with frost, a retreat to the bar was called
for.
Our days were filled with activities, dog sledging (got lost, the dog team in
front of us decided to go their own way and ours followed), snow-mobiling
(Pam was worried about being thrown off the back) and a reindeer sledge
trip(our reindeer stopped midway and refused to move). Our afternoons were
free for a walk by the river or in the woods and on the free day, we got cross
country skis for the day. This was Pam’s first time on any skis and she did
well, I only had a pick her up a few times. We did the prepared cross country
course in the morning and skied by the river in the afternoon.
All in all, a very good trip and another, ‘must see’ box ticked.

Booking in for Meets
A big issue that the club faces is anticipating
the numbers that will go on a meet. We
book 18 places and get 8 people, we book
10 places and get 20 people with no
pattern to it. We have also been losing
money for some while, largely on poorly
attended meets, and needed to get a grip
on this, which we seem to have done.
For 2013, in most of the huts, I have only
booked 12 places, this limits the club’s
liability in the event of a poorly attended
meet. However most of the huts can take
more than 12 people, so if we have more
wanting to go, there is a good chance that
there will be places available at short notice.
This isn’t guaranteed however so we may
have some situations we have to work
around, but hopefully not too often.

What this means is that its really helpful to
me to have a good idea of how many
people will be attending a meet, in
advance, so its not a last minute panic trying
to sort out additional places if required, or
maybe offer out places that we won’t be
using. For this reason I have been posting
requests on Yahoo starting 2 weeks before
for the meet for people to let me know if they
will be attending. This has been working
very well so far, so thanks to all that have
responded. I’m aware of course that not
everyone reads Yahoo. If you would rather
me email you direct, let me know and I’ll
create an email list of ‘non Yahoo users’.
There is still nothing wrong of course with
coming to the pub on the Monday before
the meet or contacting me by other means
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on the Monday, its just better if I have more
notice.
However, just to be clear on this one,
anyone notifying the Meets Secretary by
email that they will definitely attend the
meet, has a commitment to pay if a place is
available for them,(unless they notify a
withdrawal before the Monday prior to the
meet), but if places are over-subscribed,
names will be picked from a hat on the
Monday night and only those selected, will
attend. In other words, commitment by
email to attend, commits the individual, to
pay if selected, but does not commit the club
to allocate a place to the individual if places
are over-subscribed.
Bob Lee

trip reports
12th-14th October 2012 George by the Watkin path returning down Clogwyn
Starkey Hut, Patterdale, Lake District. Du and Allt Maenderyn. Sadly Snowdon
hadn't heard the same forecast and the top
Mick Barnes, Peter Anderson, Kay King, Chris 800ft remained in cloud all day. Great walk
and Nick Lovell, Val Lum, Barry Wright and though! Richard, Fiona and Tim went up a
greasy north ridge of Tryfan, a clearish day
others
with drier rock near the summit. They returned
Saturday: Pete A. Logged up some miles and along the ridge towards Capel Curig and
some last minute navigation practice for his finished with a trip to the pub before the
ML assessment (which he later passed evening meal. Fiona and Maryke went on a
successfully – well done!) going out solo from low level adventure from the hut to the Miner’s
the hut up Greenside to Sticks Pass then on bridge and back. The legs and jaws worked
over Raise to Helvellyn returning to in equal measure – good to catch up! Geoff
Glenridding via Nethermost and Dollywagon headed up Moel Siabod from the south west
Pike and down Grisedale valley. Nick L. and ridge and descended to the Pen y Gwrd. He
Chris took a leisurely stroll from the hut up then went up Glyder Fach and Foel Goch. On
Place Fell and along the shore of Ullswater Sunday Peter A, Paul T, Jenny TW, Moira BN,
without getting wet or snowed on. Val and Amy K & Aussie Richard went clockwise route
Mick walked up Hartsop above How to Hart up Moel Siabod from the hut.
Crag and Dove Crag, returning via Dovedale
with a diversion to look at Priest's Hole cave,
where they met a group of nine who were 8th–9th December 2012 Homestead
staying there the night. Sunday: Val walked Bunkhouse, Bamford, Peak District.
from Cow Bridge up to Hayeswater, then on
to High Street and returned to the hut via The Debbie Anderson, Pete Anderson, Mick
Knott, Rest Dodd and Angle Tarn. She saw Barnes, Tom Beckley, Jon Erwood, Maryke
three dippers in the river by the car park, Gosliga, Mel Gosliga, Nick Haine, Kay King,
heard lots of noise from rutting deer, and got Bob Lee, Chris Lovell, Nick Lovell, Richard
some excellent views across the valleys in all Lodge (guest), Jackie Newman, Phil Parry,
directions. Nick L. And Chris and Barry and Simon Randall, Alex Sharp, Paul Turton, Sally
Kay headed to Castle Rock of Triermain, Woodbridge, Barry Wright.
South Crag (the side that is not falling off!)
and had a lovely days climbing which got Nick L., Simon, Pete A., Alex, Tom and Jon
chillier as time went on. Routes ticked went climbing at Burbage. Snow was on the
included: Via Media **S, Gangway Climb ground and they climbed three V Diffs and
**VD, Slab Climb **S, Wall Climb *S & Lilith had a go at an E1. Chris and Deb went
walking in the snow with the sun shining. They
HS.
started at Upper Burbage and walked along
the icy upper path to The Fox House for a very
nice parsnip and paprika soup. They returned
along the lower path and then descended to
Hathersage and then returned to the hut. Mel
and Maryke took the train to Edale and
walked back to the hut going over Hollins
Cross and Lose Hill descending to the valley
and going along Hope Brink, and Edge, to
Win Hill and then to Bamford. A cold, clear
day with fantastic views of snow covered
mountains to the north and west. Sally, Nick
H., Kay, Barry, Jackie and Paul T., walked
along the west side of the northern arm of
17th–18th November 2012
Ladybower reservoir in the still, cold morning
Tan y Garth, Capel Curig, Snowdonia.
before heading up and over to Alport Castles
in a cold and strengthening wind. After lunch
Peter Anderson, Moira Borg-Neal, Geoff
in a snowy hollow they headed down towards
Bowles, Tim Burton, Maryke Gosliga, Amy
the Snake Pass and then after recrossing the
Kilpin, Kay King, Richard, Fiona Hinton, Paul
high ground dropped in for a hot chocolate
Turton, Jenny Walker, Barry Wright and
with the ducks at Fairholmes finishing along
others.
the reservoir in the dusk. Bob, Richard, Phil
and Mick also went for a walk.
Based on Barry's weather forecast Barry, Pete
On Sunday after a group coffee in
Anderson and Kay opted to go up Snowdon
Hathersage Sally and Nick went for a walk
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through the recently opened disused railway
tunnels on the Monsal trail.

Barry directing traffic on the Snake Pass

19th–20th January 2013
Low House, Coniston, Lake District
Mick Barnes, Jon Erwood, Maryke Gosliga,
Mel Gosliga, Alex Sharp, Jenny TildenWalker, Paul Turton and others?
A small but intrepid group escaped the snow
in the home counties and midlands and
headed up to the Lake District. On Saturday
Jenny, Mel, Mick and Maryke walked from
Coniston over to Skelwith along Tarn Hows
and past Arnside giving a good low level
wintery day. On Sunday Jenny and Maryke
walked along the shore of Coniston Water to
Torver.
9th–10th February, 2013
Glan Dena, Snowdonia
Pete Anderson, Moira Borg-Neal, Jon
Erwood, Maryke Gosliga, Mel Gosliga, Ray
Gosliga, Adam Gough, Nick Haine, Max
Ingham-Johnson, Kay King, Chris Lovell,
Nick Lovell, Jackie Newman, Paul Nurse,
Bob Lee and guest, Val Lum, Phil Parry,
Diccon Proctor, Simon Randall, Alex Sharp,
Paul Turton, Sally Woodbridge, Barry
Wright.
Saturday 9th: After a very early start Diccon
and Barry climbed Right Hand Trinity (III),
Clogwyn Y Garnedd, Snowdon on soft
saturated snow with no ice or wind. Sally,
Nick H., Nick L., Jackie and Kay walked from
the hut up Y Garn through slushy snow near
the summit then onto Glyder Fawr in poor

trip reports
visibility and down the Gribin Ridge. Paul T., Moira, Adam, Jon,
Ray and Val left the hut at the same time and with Jon navigating
they circled up the Devils Kitchen and down Y Garn. Bob, Dave,
Phil and Alex walked the Gribin ridge (great fun!), Glyder Fach
and descended down Braith Y Clogwyn. Pete, Simon, Paul N.
And Chris drove round to Tanygrisiau and mucked around in the
slate quarries and mines above the crags. Sunday 10th: A very
uninspiring day weatherwise, some of us took in the Llangollen
viaduct on the way home.

Heading towards Alport Castles (December Meet)

On Being Meets Secretary
I’ll take my hat off to everyone that has ever done the job
of meets secretary in the club in the past. Meets secretary
is probably the single most important role in the club, since
everything we do revolves around the meets list.
In the past, this has pretty much been the role of one person
(with some helpers who we shouldn’t forget) but the role
of meet sec has been twofold. Firstly they make the
bookings for future meets, typically 12-18 months ahead
and at the same time, for lack of a better term, organise
the meets that are about to happen. By ‘organise’, I mean
tasks such as confirming the meet, making sure we have
the key in time and that it is with the right person, making
sure the key is returned and that we have paid for the hut.
That is without worrying about who is going and transport
arrangements.

Barry on Right Hand Trinity (Snowdon)

To do all of the above has been a huge task and we should
all be very grateful to the people that have done it in the
past, and have all done it so well.
Last year, a different idea occurred to me since I didn’t
fancy the idea of doing all of that myself, and the idea
was to split the task into two. One person booking future
meets (in my case 2013) while someone else did the
organising for the current years meets (last year done by
various committee members). For this year, I’ll do the
organising of the meets that I have previously booked while
someone else does the bookings for next year and Paul
Nurse has taken on this role. In this way, I feel we have
a much more manageable task. Certainly the job of
booking 2013’s meets wasn’t been too onerous. After all,
it is only one hut per month. Paul is already well ahead
of the game for next year.

Barry (again!) celebrates his birthday at Glan Dena

If anyone fancies doing the year after that (it’s a year
before you actually have to do anything), maybe the above
has given you food for thought- the task isn’t that hard!
Bob Lee
Half-way upY Garn
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A Tale of 2 Traverses

Diccon Procto (with contributions from Barry)

the hut and we just got to the start first, five
minutes before the next pair who were shortly
followed by a party of three (Jackpot!). The
first pitch is a sustained steep 35m grade IV
groove plastered with ice and lending an
occasional toe-tip bridge point on the left
wall. At the top I moved a further 15m up the
gully on what looked like steep snow but in
fact turned out to be a hard glassy veneer of
Winter climbing demands the utmost patience ice. I took a cold belay hemmed in by the
because it is never certain when conditions sheer left wall of the gully and chilled by the
are going to be conducive to climbing, and refrigerator effect of the ice .
even then they may be short-lived and gone
before you can set out. The 2011/12 winter
season in Wales/Lakes was just such an
example and a complete washout. The
2012/13 season started better with heavy
snow in early December but this disappeared
quickly and it was mid January before new
snow arrived. A series of substantial snowfalls
and storms brought copious amounts of snow
but unsettled conditions through to early
February.
One of the reasons I like winter climbing is
because of the transient nature of the snow
and ice. The captivating scenery is like a set
that has been created for a play – a magical
scene that you know is temporary and yet is
utterly spellbinding. Next year your play will
have the same title but the set will never look
quite the same. And so our play begins....

A sudden change for the better occurred in
mid February when an easterly front arrived
and a very settled spell of weather followed.
The SAIS pie charts for Scotland turned
steadily from red to amber to green.
Amazingly all aspects of slope across all the
main Scottish winter venues became
avalanche-free, and the majority of higher
level routes were in great nick. By pure
chance Barry and I had penciled in a long
weekend to Scotland at the end of February
just as the temperature dropped and the
clouds lifted. Fortune smiled again when a
UKC member offered up 2 spaces in the CIC
hut after two of his party dropped out. Being
able to stay at the foot of Ben Nevis’ North
Face, with just one hour’s walk-in to the climbs
rather than the normal three hour slog, was
too good an opportunity to miss. By Wed
evening we were hoofing it up the Allt a
Mhuilinn path in the dark heavily laden with
kit and food.
Thursday. Green Gully and Coombe Gully
on the Ben. Due to lack of space the full story
of this day has been edited but will be
published on the new web-site shortly. Ed.
Friday. Barry had spotted Harrisons Climb
Direct on Carn Dearg in the guide book,
“Superb route and best climbing of its grade
on the mountain”. Sold! Friday morning was
clear, and brought another lucky break. A
pair from the joint Anglo-French Alpine Club
meet was discussing Harrisons but the
Frenchie was put off by the length, remoteness
and grade. Let’s get off before they change
their minds. A 45 minutes rising traverse from

probably IV-V and with the 50m rope running
out I had to take a hanging ice screw stance
right in the middle of it, where a ramp led off
right to safety. Looking back the scene felt
alpine, the lip of the cascade dropping away
and beyond a series of steep ridges coursing
the face of Carn Dearg. Barry was out of sight
and must have been mildly surprised at my
stance when he did arrive but he didn’t show
it (eyebrows probably frozen) and led
through, up the ramp and up an awkward
5m corner (why do they put them just where
you don’t want them) to easier mixed ground.
A further two pitches of easy grade II mixed
ground brought us to the end of the route and
a very large snow basin below the summit of
Carn Dearg. From here you could go right for
about four pitches of grade III-IV mixed
ground, or, as we did given the time, you
can hook left and move together for 2-300m
of grade II snow to gain Ledge Route and so
the top. A cracking day and a top quality
route but No 4 gully beckoned and 1.5 hrs
descent to the hut followed by a 2hr dash (ok
shuffle!!) back downhill to the lower North
Face car park. It was a somewhat exhausted
pair that only just made last food orders in
the Ben Nevis Inn that night.
Saturday. Legs not working so full rest day!

Diccon ‘feeling the chill’
Barry led through to an apparent blunt dead
end in the gully and went out of sight to the
left to find a difficult narrow chimney. The ice
here was a bit crumbly in places and with
relief he gained the snow funnel above which
led to a belay by a snowy col. At this point
the route seemed to carry straight on but the
leader of the second pair politely pointed out
this was only sensible if I really was intending
to finish up Boomers Requiem, V5. A fair
point, well made, and I turned round. Facing
me was an improbable looking traverse, quite
steeply banked with snow, leading leftwards
high up above the vertical rock face of the
gully below. It disappeared out of sight and
all the guidebook hinted was.....”leading to
an icefall” - Oh Brother! Zoinks !!, to quote
a well known hero, (so what utterances do
you use when things get hairy-scary?). Feeling
a tad weary from the day before, I was nearly
intimidated into submission. But there was
nothing for it and I set off delicately, mindful
of the potential pendulum into the gully should
I fall and the need to try and protect Barry as
he seconded. After 20m I could see round the
corner .....Double zoinks!! The icefall came
into view and it transpired it was the top 15m
of a route called the Shroud (V1,6) which
rarely forms as a vertical free hanging icefall
looming over the gully below. The top is
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Sunday. Figuring The Ben and Glencoe
would be mobbed at a weekend we elected
for the short (4 mile) walk-in to Creag
Megaidh and its 3-400m routes; a grand
finale to our play. Once again the pre-dawn
start, the fumbling around in a dark car park
trying to get kitted up and wondering where
the hell all these other parties have come from
at this ungodly time in the morning and trying
to guess which route they’re heading for. Then
a bit of unsprinting: the stumbling lurching
gait caused by knackered muscles and a
desire to be first to the bottom of the crag.
Giving up on the unsprinting, letting a couple
of overly-fit parties past and resigning
ourselves to whatever comes or is left?
Becoming refreshed and energised by the
dawn lighting up the lovely woodland of the
nature reserve and urged on by the early
birdcall. After 2 miles we turned a corner in
this long, long glen and the 3km long 500m
high cliff of Creag Meagaidh come into view
for the first time. It’s some sight and the classic
massive “Post Face” with its black rock
divided evenly by the “Posts”, the 400m high
wide gullies like stripes on a marble cake....
made for tasting!! The walking proved easier
than expected and the path is a well made
gravely track that ascends and contours
gradually. So we reached the gearing-up
point by the lochan to find the other groups

heading elsewhere and Centre Post III/3 unreserved (just when we thought
Luck had gone, she comes to our aid once more).
250m of steep unrelenting neve later and we had reached the top of the
snowfield (it felt like you were climbing up a gigantic Winter Olympic
ski-jump slope). Here the gully narrowed slightly and was blocked by a huge
60m vertical-looking grade V ice tower: the “Direct” pitch. The guidebook
calmly states “turn this on the right by a steep and airy traverse across the
right wall to a snowfield”. What it fails to mention that immediately below
the traverse is a 40m grade VI ice wall dripping with large icicles and ice
fangs, and 300m below that is the ice-cold lochan with a sign saying “No
bombing/no jumping”. “Ok over to you Barry, your lead”, says I calmly! A
drop down from the belay on the left wall across the head of the gully and
you reach the foot of the ice tower and your only protection for the next
30m (two ice screws in what looks like two ice “eyes” chiseled out by some
former group). Then it’s up 10m and across 20m following the steps kicked
out by the previous leader. Step and reach right, match, step and reach
right, match, and so on, slowly, deliberately, calmly, zoinks! Barry using
every one of his 345 proprioceptors to their limit. In the end it wasn’t as
bad as it looked but it was a tremendously committing situation, (thank
goodness someone else had led it before us) [committing is one word – I
would say very, very scary, Barry]. Mind you Barry running out of rope 5m
from the belay probably tested his nerves a little and I had to lengthen my
anchors right out with long slings to give him just enough to get there.
Somehow I managed to miss the traverse left back into the easier top of
Centre Post Gully and took us up the direct variant top pitch cheerfully titled
“Skidrowe Finish”; a narrow winding gully line leading out on to a very
steep snowfield, “sadly” minus cornice but intriguingly with two inches of
hard polystyrene-crust snow that gave a really satisfying “thonk”as you
kicked into it and made ladder-like rungs for you to step into. An ice axe
belay on top to bring up Barry, a well deserved lunch lying down and a
joint decision to give ourselves another day off tomorrow. Oh and of course
what better than the traditional Proctor moonlit walk-out to round off an
exciting day.
Epilogue
Phenomenal luck, and a superb trip; 4 routes in three days of climbing, an
estimated 1500m pitches and moving together, 5000m of ascent/descent,
16 miles of walk-in/out. No wonder it’s taken two weeks to recover [I’m still
recovering along with all 345 of my Proprioceptors, Barry].
Morale of the tale
a) Traverse out in time and you’ll feel fine.
b) One good traverse deserves another.
Authors note to self:
Next time, 60m ropes, sharper tools, more sleep.

A full unedited version
of this article along with
lots more photos will be
published on the soon to
be updated ACC website...

committee news
Committee meeting 18th Sept 2012
Bob proposed day trips between meets. Bob agreed to
propose dates, post them on Yahoo and then ask for
volunteers to co-ordinate them. It was decided to
encourage local events and day / evening walks,
probably more applicable in the spring / summer. Sally
will continue to organise the Big Rock Climb and Curry
on the last Friday of the month. With Green Park
finishing, and on the suggestion from the AGM, the pub
meeting time has been brought forward to 8:30pm and
advertised on Yahoo.
Committee meeting 13th Nov 2012
Paul Nurse has been co-opted onto the committee as
2014 Meets secretary. Bob has agreed to co-ordinate
the 2013 meets. The proposal is to still book just 12
spaces in huts with the option to extend the number of
places nearer the time if there is demand. New members
are to be more actively encouraged to join the Yahoo
group as this is where a lot of club information is posted.
Sally and Nick advised the committee that they will be
stepping down from their respective posts at the next
AGM.
Committee meeting 13th Feb 2013
There was an excellent attendance of 40 at the Christmas
dinner, thanks to Jenny. Friday night Big Rock Climb and
Curry have been well attended and enjoyed. Numbers
attending: Nov (8), Dec (10), Jan (7) Sally to continue to
organise on the last Friday of the month.
Paul N. Has booked huts for January, February, March,
April 2014; he has booked camp sites for the two May
Bank Holidays and has booked the Alex McIntyre Hut for
w/c June 14th 2014. There is the possibility of joining
with the Wessex Club for a Lundy meet in 2013 /14.
Pete A. tabled the hut booking accounts for the year and
the draft accounts, both of which show an improvement
in the Club’s financial position. Nick plans to publish
another newsletter before the AGM, again he is
concerned about a lack of material from members. He is
also developing a new web-site which does not require
special software to edit it, therefore selected committee
members will be able to update material e.g. meets
details. Nick has agreed to continue to administer the
new web-site but will not be adding new content.
There was discussion about communication of intent to
attend meets. Now that only 12 places are being
booked, places are likely to be oversubscribed,. Advance
warning of likely numbers allows the Meets Secretary to
contact the hut to enquire about the possibility of
increasing the booking. Bob has been proactive in
emailing members to find out who expects to attend.
There was some concern that people who have emailed
Bob to notify that they will attend may expect a confirmed
place on the meet. The committee discussed this and the
conclusion can be found in Bob’s article on page 3. The
suggestion of using PayPal for payments for meets was
briefly discussed. The treasurer considered it unworkable
currently as those paying are not bound to identify
themselves nor the reason for the payment. Nick has
agreed to investigate the possibility of allowing booking
commitments to be made on the new web-site.
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Handing Over....
My second three year stint on the newsletter is now coming to an end and it’s time for
someone else to take over at the keyboard and inject some new enthusiasm and fresh
creativity to the role. Over this period the newsletter has been published about twice per
year which although may not be as frequent as in years gone by, is largely dictated by the
amount of available material and the time required to put one of these things together. Each
newsletter probably requires somewhere in the region of ten hours work which adds up to
many evenings and weekends in front of the computer. The job becomes significantly easier
if meet reports are written up in the log book or on Yahoo, and if photos from meets are
uploaded to Yahoo or Facebook. The newsletter, web site, Yahoo and Facebook are all
potential shop fronts for the club and are dependent on contributions from the club
membership to truly reflect the benefits of being part of the ACC. Feedback is also very
important on all aspects of club activity. All that remains for me is to offer my thanks to all
of those who’s articles have filled these pages and especially to Sally for typing up the meet
reports, for spotting most of the spelling mistakes prior to publication, and for supplying those
vital cups of tea when the spirit was beginning to wane. Please keep the contributions coming
and here’s to ACC News no 121. Nick

ACC on the Web
and Social Media
www.acc.org.uk
For up-to-date meet details and
information for new members.
Links to club social media sites
for photos, discussions, day
trip arrangements and club
announcemnents.

Assistant Editor Tom, giving his expert
opinion on the newsletter “Yes, it’s all
good... now what about my dinner”

Climbing
Walls
Recycling on Meets
Many of the huts that we visit do not have refuse collections and therefore we have to remove
any rubbish generated during our stay which over a weekend can amount to a considerable
quantity. It’s not, however, just about convenience and as a group of people who have a
common interest in the wild natural environment then we should have a greater awareness
of our environmental impact. If a hut does not have dedicated recycling facilities then it
would be good if all club members would take responsibility for their own recyclables. If you
had room to bring it then you should have room to take it home! This applies to glass
bottles, steel and aluminium cans, plastics and cardboard.

Newsletter Contributions
Please send all newsletter contributions (news, articles, meet reports, reviews, photos etc..) to
the next editor!

Feedback?
The editor and committee are very keen to receive comments feedback and ideas regarding
all aspects of club activities. It would help us to run the club in the way that suits you if we
are made aware of any views, gripes and groans.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors and do not represent the
views or ethos of the editor, the committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.

Committee Members
Chairman
Paul Turton
President
Jenny Walker
Secretary
Richard Andrews
Meets
Bob Lee
Membership
Sally Woodbridge
Treasurer
Pete Anderson
Social
Vacancy
Communications
Nick Haine

01844 238518
01296 713269
01494 526645
01296 651308
01327 811024
01844 260712
01327 811024

Various members of the club
climb at local climbing walls on
weekday evenings. On Thursdays a
regular group can be found at Oxford
Brookes and club members are also
visiting Milton Keynes on Friday
evenings. If you are interested in joining
us then post a message on the Yahoo
group to find out who’s going where. On
the last Friday of every month we are also
doing a climb and curry evening at
Milton Keynes. Climbing at Big Rock
from 7ish before retiring to a local curry
house at around 9. Please contact Sally
if you wish to join us. Green Park
climbing for 2013 will run from 15th
April to 30th September.

Club Discounts
Cotswold
(Milton Keynes, Bicester,
St Albans)
www.cotswoldoutdoor.co.uk
Use your club membership card for 15%
discount. Please note new discount code
AF-ACC
The Outdoor Shop,
Stony Stratford,
www.theoutdoorshop.com
Your club card entitles you to
approximately 20% off the SRP off most
items (excluding maps, books or fuel).

